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Abstract 
In this paper we study the role of redundant sensory information to prevent the performance degradation of a chemical sensor 
array as the number of faulty sensors increases. The large amount of sensing conditions with two different types of redundancy 
provided by our sensor array makes possible a comprehensive experimental study. Particularly, our sensor array is composed of 8 
different types of commercial MOX sensors modulated in temperature with two redundancy levels: 1) 12 replicates of each 
sensor type for a total of 96 sensors, and 2) measurements using 16 load resistors per sensors for a total of 1536 redundant 
measures per second. The system is trained to identify ethanol, acetone and butanone using a PCA-LDA model. Test set samples 
are corrupted by means of three different simulated types of faults. To evaluate the tolerance of the array against sensor failure, 
the Fisher Score is used as a figure of merit for the corrupted test set samples projected on the PCA-LDA model. 
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1. Introduction 
Redundant sensory information plays an important role providing robustness against sensor failure in chemical 
sensor systems both artificial and biological. The olfactory system is endorsed with a large number (around 10000) 
of olfactory receptor neurons of the same type providing a large amount of sensory redundancy. This allows the 
olfactory system to overcome the faulty reading of damaged olfactory receptor neurons. We can certainly take 
lessons from such an efficient system to build artificial chemical sensor systems. The chemical sensor array 
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community has studied the important role of redundancy to improve the performance of artificial chemical sensory 
systems [1].  However, it has not been until recently that large sensor arrays have become technologically available. 
Therefore, the advantages of sensor redundancy have not been properly tested with a large amount of redundant 
sensory units to date. In this work, we propose to address this issue with the data obtained with a large sensor array 
of MOX sensors.  
2. Materials and methods 
With the aim of providing experimental proof of the need for a large number of independent sensory units to 
overcome the harmful effect of sensor damage, the following comprehensive study with a highly redundant gas 
sensor array was conducted.  
2.1. Highly redundant MOX sensor array 
Our sensor array is composed of 8 different types of commercial MOX sensors, modulated in temperature (100 
temperature conditions) and with two redundancy levels: 1) 12 replicates of each sensor type for a total of 96 
sensors, and 2) measurements using 16 load resistors per sensors for a total of 1536 redundant measures per second. 
The grand total of measurements per analyte is 153600.  
 
Fig. 1. Total amount of measurements that the sensor array acquires per analyte 
 
2.2. Redundancy testing experiments 
The robustness of the array is studied simulating three kinds of faults. Fault A consists in emulating a total lack of 
sensitivity to any odorant and concentration in a sensory element [2]. Fault B mimics the behavior of an array feature 
that has been poisoned so that their response becomes saturated to a fixed level. Finally, fault C corresponds to a 
variation in the sensory element sensitivity despite being exposed to the same odorant and concentration conditions 
[3]. 
In our experiments, we train the system to identify 3 analytes (ethanol, acetone and butanone) dosed at a 6 
different concentrations (20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120 ppm). Each of these experiments is repeated 10 times, where 
the collection of experiments is randomized. After data acquisition, sensor voltage readings are converted to 
resistance values. Samples corresponding to odorant concentrations of 20, 60 and 100 ppm are used as a training set 
to create a PCA-LDA model (90 samples), while the experiments with concetrations of 40 and 80 ppm are used for 
testing (60 samples). Test set samples are corrupted and projected on the PCA-LDA model, and the stability of the 
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predicition is evaluated by means of the Fisher Score. The process is repeated for an increasing number of randomly 
selected faulty units and the value of the Fisher Score is computed. 
3. Results and Conclusions 
Figure 2a-2c shows the Fisher scores of the PCA-LDA model as the number of faulty sensors increases for each 
type of sensor damage considered (Section 2.2). Faults A and B provide a similar behavior on the Fisher score 
evolution starting to decrease after more than a half of the sensors are damaged.  The effect of fault C is more 
evident in the Fisher scores results and the decrease starts before half of the sensors have been affected. To explain 
these results, we have plotted in Figure 2d the scatter plot of the PCA-LDA results for the worst-case scenario: all 
sensors fail. The results for fault C are multimodal as opposed to those of fault A and B. This explains the worst 
behavior of the model with fault C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2.Fisher Score values for the test set samples along the number of faulty sensors considering: (a) fault type A (magenta triangles), (b) fault 
type B (blue triangles) and (c) fault type C (green triangles). Note as the Fisher Scores of the training (black squares) and the fault free test set 
(red samples) are included as reference values. (c) It shows the projections of the test set samples on the PCA-LDA model when the totality of the 
sensory elements fail (same color and marker notation as in the previous figures) 
 
 
A further comparison has been carried out between the results of the three fault types to better comprehend 
differences between them. We have computed the percentage of sensors damaged that are needed to reduce the 
Fisher score to 90%, 50%, and 10% of the value without faulty sensors. The results are shown in Table 1. This 
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results show that the fault C starts falling before those of faults A and B, however it degrades in a more graceful 
manner since we need up to 99.8 % of the sensors damaged to reach 50% of the Fisher score.  
 
 
Table 1: Number of independent faulty array elements needed to achieve a reduction on the Fisher Score corresponding the 90%, 50% and 10% 
of its corresponding zero fault value, for each fault type.  
 
Fisher Score Percentage of Sensory Units Damaged 
Percentage  Value Fault A Fault B Fault C 
90 794 63.4 62.6 27.2 
50 441 84.1 83.8 99.8 
10 90 96.6 96.5 Not Achieved 
 
We can conclude that the high redundancy of the array endows the system with a robust behavior against sensor 
damage for three different types of sensory damages tested.  
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